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Abstract
The posit number system is proposed as a replacement of IEEE floats. It encodes floating-point
values with tapered precision: numbers whose exponent is close to 0 have more precision than
IEEE floats, while numbers with high-magnitude exponents have lower precision, because
their encoding takes bits from the significand. In addition, the posit standard mandates the
presence of the “quire”, a Kulisch-like large accumulator able to perform exact sums of prod-
ucts. Several works have demonstrated that posit arithmetic can provide improved accuracy at
the application level. However, the variable-length fields of posit encoding impacts the hard-
ware cost of posit arithmetic. Existing comparisons of posit hardware versus float hardware
are unconvincing, and the overhead of the exact accumulator has not been studied in detail so
far. This work aims at filling this gap. To this purpose, it introduces an open-source tool to
compare the respective costs of floats and posits on an application basis. A C++ templatized
library compatible with Vivado HLS implements operators for custom size posits and their as-
sociated quire. These architectures are evaluated on recent FPGA hardware and compared to
their IEEE-754 counterpart. The standard 32 bits posit adder is found to be twice as large as the
corresponding floating-point adder. Posit multiplication requires about 7 times more LUTs and
a few more DSPs for a latency which is 2x worst than the IEEE-754 32 bit multiplier. Further-
more, the cost of the posit 32 quire is shown to be the same as a 32 bits floating-point Kulisch
accumulator.

1. Introduction

Most implementations of real number arithmetic rely on underlying floating-point units. The
ease-of-use of the floating-point format made its popularity. However, this hides complex hard-
ware defined by the IEEE-754 standard [1].
The posit number system (described in details in [9]) aims at replacing the IEEE-754 floating-
point representation. The first posit claim is that a part of the floating-point bits are lost to
encode exponent bits. Indeed, when the exponent only requires a few bits of encoding, the rest
of the bits could be used to extend the precision. The second claim is that there is no floating-
point tool to avoid cancellations. To that end, the posit standard [8] requires the use of a quire,
a variant of the Kulisch accumulator [13] revamped to fit the posit number system.
Most of the evaluation on posits is performed from a functional standpoint through software
simulation [5]. The C/C++ SoftPosit library 1 (among others 2) implements the latest posit stan-

1
gitlab.com/cerlane/SoftPosit

2
posithub.org/docs/PDS/PositEffortsSurvey.html as of march 6, 2019

gitlab.com/cerlane/SoftPosit
posithub.org/docs/PDS/PositEffortsSurvey.html
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dard and allows for direct accuracy comparison with floating-points. However the hardware
cost is not yet completely known as none of the known projects implements an evaluable quire.
Most advanced projects generates custom posit adders and multipliers in HDL [3] or using
Intel OpenCL SDK complianttemplatized C++ operators [15]. Application specific hardware
implementations of posits include machine learning [10, 12] or a matrix multiply algorithm [4].
This work enables a complete hardware cost evaluation of the posit number system, including
the quire. A Vivado HLS compliant templatized C++ library with custom size posits is pro-
vided. The current implementation allows for standalone posit operators such as the adder,
the subtracter and the multiplier. The quire can receive exact posit products and perform their
addition or subtraction. The library is extendable to other operators and built on a custom
internal representation. Section 2 provides details on the architectures used in the library.
The benefits of the posit 8 and 16 bits posits are already recognized [5]. Indeed, for such small
formats, the Kulisch-like accumulator is very cheap [2] and the precision is increased over
standard floating-point. However, the posit 64 quire is so expensive it is rarely even considered.
The focus of this study is then to evaluate the cost and benefits of replacing 32 bits floats by
posits with a quire. Section 3 shows synthesis results of standalone operators compared to Vi-
vado’s floating-point IPs and a templatised soft floating-point operators library (without sup-
port for subnormals) [16]. It also evaluates the quire against IEEE floating-point accumulation
loops and custom floating-point Kulisch accumulators.

2. Architecture

In order to perform computations on a posit number, one must beforehand decode it to an
internal format. As posits are stored using a two’s complement representation, the format
we chose is a custom two’s complement floating-point representation. Such a value is named
a posit value and is obtained by decoding a posit. Similarly, a posit value can be encoded back
to a posit. A first part describes in details the fields of a posit value and explains the choices
made. Then, the architectures of the different components that we built to evaluate posits are
described. Each component has been validated using the C/C++ SoftPosit library.

2.1. A custom internal format: posit value
A posit value is a custom floating point format used to represent the posit-encoded number with
fixed size fields. The significand is stored in two’s complement so the decoding overhead from
posit encoding is limited. The exponent is stored as the offset from posit minimum exponent
to simplify arithmetic operators architectures. This is similar to the biased exponent of IEEE
floats. Due to two’s complement representation, negative power of two are expressed as −2×2k

whereas positive ones are expressed as 1×2k. Thus the minimal exponent is −(N−2)×2Wes−1

which is the exponent of the smallest posit. The bias is the opposite of this value. The width
of the significand is Wf = N − (Wes + 3), the significand size of the most precise posits. Wes

is the exponent width of the considered posit format, which for our architectures is defined as
log2

(
N
8

)
following the posit standard [8]. As the maximum exponent of a posit is N × 2Wes ,

We = log2(N) +Wes + 1 bits are needed to represent all possible exponents. Finally, five extra
bits are used in the posit value representation. The isNaR bit is used tosignal Not a Real posit
value. S and I bits encode the sign and the implicit bit respectively. Lastly, the sticky and guard
bits are used to avoid double rounding before conversion back to posit.
Posit decoder to posit value: The posit decoder used is described in Figure 1. The expensive
part of this architecture comes from: the OR reduce over N-1 bits to detect NaR numbers; and
the leading zero or one count (LZOC + Shift) that consumes the regime bits while aligning
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Figure 1: Architecture of a posit decoder.
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Figure 2: Architecture of a posit encoder.

the significand. The +EMin aligns the exponents to simplify following operators. This decoding
cannot be compared to an IEEE floating-point equivalent as no decoding is needed.
Posit encoder from posit value: Due to the encoding properties of the posits, the rounding
can only happen during this final conversion. Indeed, the guard and sticky bits are relative to
the number of bits available to encode the posit. Therefore, the encoder (depicted in Figure 2)
embeds quite some logic.
The fraction is first shifted to include the regime bits and es. Once shifted, the first N − 1

bits represent the unrounded posit without sign. The remaining bits of the shitfed fraction is
used to extract the guard bit and compute the sticky bit. At that point, the rounding can occur.
Finaly, we chose between the computed value and NaR.

2.2. Posit adder/subtracter and multiplier
The architectures of the exact posit adder/subtracter (Figure 3 (top)) and multiplier (Figure 4
(top)) implement a custom floating-point operation. What realy differs from the IEEE is the
rounding part (bottom part of the two previous Figures). In our case, the exact result is con-
verted to a posit value that will later be encoded to a posit. For both operators, the exact sig-
nificand must be realigned, correcting the exponent accordingly. This costs a leading zero/one
counter (LZOC + Shift) that is the size of the exact significand. The guard and sticky bits are
also computed as the posit standard requires round to the nearest binary value. This means
that the remaining bits of the exact significand are compared to zero to compute the sticky.
Additionnaly the computation the NaR bit is basically free.

2.3. Quire
The posit quire is able to perform exact sums and sums of products. Therefore, the input format
of the quire is defined as the output of the exact multiplier from Figure 4 (top). To perform sums
in the quire, a posit value must be converted to this exact multiplier format (not shown here).
The quire, as defined by the standard specifies NaR as a special value. Instead this work pro-
poses to add a contaminant special bit that signals that the value hold in the quire is NaR. This
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Figure 3: Architecture of a posit adder.
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Figure 4: Architecture of a posit multiplier.

bit is set when NaR is added to the quire and stays set until the end of the computation. The
standard motivates that the quire size should fit in a cache line. Therefore this extra bit can
replace one carry bit. A more expensive alternative is to force NaR value when exporting the
quire to memory. The implemented quire architecture is depicted in Figure 6.

2.3.1. Addition of products to the quire
The simplest implementation of the quire addition/subtraction is depicted in Figure 6 where
the quire structure is as Figure 5. An exact posit product fraction is shifted to the correct place to
the quire format according to its exponent. A large adder then performs the addition with the
previous quire value. The subtraction is performed at very little cost using the same method as
in the posit adder/subtracter.
The long carry propagation delay of the addition in this architecture will restict the maximum
frequency achievable. Therefore, one may implement a segmented quire [17]. However, doing
so, recovering the data hold by the quire will take several cycles. Indeed, the carries must be
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Table 1: Synthesis results of posit and IEEE floating-point adders and multipliers.

Adder/subtracter Multiplier
Size LUTs Regs. DSPs Cycles Delay LUTs Regs. DSPs Cycles Delay

Float 32 341 467 0 9 2.529 80 193 3 7 2.201
64 641 1098 0 11 2.562 196 636 11 17 2.568

Soft FP [16] 32 389 530 0 13 2.409 67 228 2 9 2.193
64 1161 1544 0 19 2.712 259 651 9 10 3.299

Posit
16 436 394 0 17 2.357 269 292 1 16 2.361
32 1044 1031 0 22 2.587 544 710 4 21 2.421
64 2248 3383 0 38 2.854 1501 2410 16 42 2.816

propagated throught the different segments of the accumulator.
Our implementation converts the quire to a posit value (not shown here) before encoding to
a posit. However, it requires a large LZOC of N2

4 bits and two large XOR reduce to detect
overflows and underflows/compute the sticky bit as shown in Figure 5.

3. Evaluation

The hardware cost evaluation of the posit number system is divided in two parts. We first eval-
uate standalone posit operators that are by nature more expensive than IEEE floating-points’,
trading precision bits around one. In order to validate the efficiency of our posit designs, we
cross validated them against [3]. Using the same FPGA target, for the posit 32 adder, our ar-
chitecture needs 948 LUTs and 39ns when they report 981 LUTs ans 40ns. Regarding the posit
32 multiplier, our architecture needs 479 LUTs + 4 DSPs with a 28ns delay where they need 572
LUTs + 4 DSPs and a delay of 33ns.
Then, we discuss the cost of the quire, and its floating-point equivalent, the Kulisch accumula-
tor. All synthesis results given in this work are obtained using Vivado HLS and Vivado 2018.3
targeting 3ns delay for a Kintex 7 FPGA (xc7k160tfbg484-1).
Synthesis results for the posit adder/subtracter and posit multiplier are given in Table 1. To
compare these results, we provide Vivado’s floating-point IP synthesis. We also provide the
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Table 2: Synthesis results for a sum of 1000 products using the quire, a taylored floating-point
kulisch accumulator and regular floating-point hardware.

LUTs Regs. DSPs Cycles Delay(ns)

Posit 16 quire
Unsegmented 1409 1763 1 1028 3.215

Segment 32 1239 1431 1 1031 2.643
Segment 64 1185 1555 1 1030 2.756

Posit 32 quire
(512 bits)

Unsegmented 5068 6256 4 1040 8.850
Segment 32 4394 4779 4 1055 2.854
Segment 64 3783 4564 4 1047 2.961

Kulisch Float 32 Segment 32 4446 5290 2 1050 2.875
(559 bits) Segment 64 4365 5276 2 1041 2.854
Float 32 460 806 3 10011 2.676
Float 64 892 1999 11 12021 2.737

synthesis of the templatised soft floating-point operators (without support for subnormals).
The posit version of the adder requires more than 2x ressources and needs 2x the latency of
Vivado’s IP for similar frequencies. As expected, for every format, the posit variant of the
multiplier is more expensive and has a greater latency. We observe about x7 more resources
needed and more DSPs for about a x2 latency at similar frequencies than both Vivado’s IPs and
the soft floating-point library.
The synthesis results for the quire are given in Table 2 where we perform 1000 sums of product
and return the result as a posit. Each posit quire is presented in its unsegmented version along
with two segmented segmented versions (32 and 64 bits). One can observe that the unseg-
mented 16 and 32 bits posit quire are not able to achieve 3ns due to the long carry propagation.
Therefore, we focus on the segmented version of the posit 32 in comparison with the Kulisch
accumulator for 32 bits floats. The Kulisch accumulator used in this paper is from [17] to which
we added the same rounding policy as posits. The implementation has been validated against
the C/C++ MFPR library [7]. Synthesis results of floating-point sums of products are also given
even though the non associativity of floating-points makes their latency much higher.
The posit 32 quire and the Kulisch for 32 bits floats costs are almost identical and can achieve
similar frequencies. This comes from the fact that the posit decoding cost is comparable to the
floating-point subnormals handling.

4. Conclusion

This work evaluates the cost of the hardware to support posits as a replacement for floating-
point and evaluates the overall benefits of posits. To that end, a Vivado HLS templatized C++
library implements the posit number system, including the quire.
Should standard floating-point be replaced with posits? The accuracy win in many situations
should not hide the loss of some properties at the core of classical error analysis [5], which
requires further studies. In this work, we also find that standalone posits operators are consid-
erably larger and slower.
Still, posits are a good alternative for small formats such as 8 or 16 bits. This study also raises
again the popular question of including a Kulisch accumulator in modern processors [11, 14, 6].
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